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The National Commission on Status of Women is required to prepare an activity Annual 
Report in accordance with the NCSW Act 2012, which is presented to the Prime Minister 
and concerned Ministry and then Report laid and discussed in the Parliament. This 
Report covers the period from January 2013 to December 2013.

The establishment of the National Commission on the Status of Women in 2000 was an 
important milestone as a permanent body to safeguard women's rights and ensure their 
position as equal citizens. As it set up itself and started operating the Commission through 
successive Chairpersons realized that it needed further strengthening and autonomy to fulfill 
the role it was envisaged to play. The NCSW Act 2012 enhanced the mandate and functions of 
the Commission giving it financial and administrative autonomy. 2013 was the first year of 
NCSW as an autonomous institution --- a challenging beginning as structural and operational 
systems had to be established for the Commission to be a vigilant watchdog ensuring 
compliance with Constitutional guarantees and international commitments, as well as be a 
think tank, the reviewer of laws and policies, a hub of interaction with civil society, law makers, 
provincial governments and experts, a responsive institution to victims of violence, among 
other functions defined under the law.

NCSW began its institutionalization and programme development work simultaneously. Its 
committed and active Members with diverse expertise and experience helped in establishing 
a pattern of regular meetings, formation of Committees and development of a work plan. It 
interacted actively with civil society organisations, held joint activities, engaged with 
parliamentarians and responded to complaints even when its systems were still embryonic. 
The highlights of the first year were election monitoring, lobbying for women's seats in 
proposed local government laws in all provinces, moving a habeas corpus petition for 
recovery of women feared dead in the Kohistan video case, attending the CEDAW Technical 
Committee hearing, working on laws that lapsed, investigating reported instances of violence 
and more.

The progress on drafting rules and procedures was however slow and difficult in the absence 
of technical staff. Till the end of the year these had not been finalized or approved.  Shortage 
of technical/programme staff was a major drawback that placed stress on the handful of 
people in the Commission. If it were not for the spirit of team work, contribution of interns and 
volunteers and part time support from Ministry of Human Rights/Law Justice and Human 
Rights the Commission would not have been able to function to the extent it managed to do.

This Report documents the work and activities of NCSW in 2013, introducing its members, 
spelling out its Vision and Mission and identifying opportunities and challenges that provide 
the context for its functioning. Finally it details its activities and initiatives over the reporting 
period. At the end of the year the Commission and its members are committed to set the 
foundations of a strong and sustainable Commission with the capacity to fulfill its mandate 
and pursue the goal of women's equality and empowerment.

Khawar Mumtaz

Chairperson NCSW
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AF� � � Aurat Foundation

AJK � � � Azad Jammu Kashmir

APMA �� � ALL Pakistan Minorities Alliance

ASF � � � Acid Survivor Foundation

ASER� � � Annual Status of Education Report

ASR � � � Applied Socio-Economic Research

CII� � � Council of Islamic Ideology

CEO� � � Chief Executive Officer

CEDAW� � Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women

CNIC� � � Computerized National Identity Cards

CM� � � Chief Minister

CrPC� � � Code of Criminal Procedure 

CSO � � � Civil Society Organization 

CSW� � � Commission on the Status of Women

DFID� � � Department for International  Development

DRO� � � District Returning Officer

DV � � � Domestic Violence

ECP � � � Election Commission of Pakistan

EU� � � European Union

FAFEN��  Fair and Free Election Network

FATA� � � Federally Administered Areas

FIR� � � First Investigation Report

GB� � � Gilgit Baltistan

GEP� � � Gender Empowerment Programme

GCC � � � Gender Crime Cell

HBS � � � Heinrich Böll Stiftung 

HRCP� � � Human Rights Commission of Pakistan

ICT� � � Islamabad Capital Territory

ILO� � � International Labour  Organisation

IO� � � Investigation Officer

IPMG� � � Inter-Provincial Ministers Group

KP� � � Khyber  Pakhtunkhwa

LEAD� � � Leadership for Environment and Development
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MDG� � � Millennium Development Goals
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NRSP� � � National Rural Support Programme
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PBS � � � Pakistan Bureau of Statistics

PCSW�� � Provincial Commission on the Status of Women

PDHS� � � Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey
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PML-N�� � Pakistan Muslim League- Nawaz

PODA� � � Potohar Organization for Development Advocacy

PPP� � � Pakistan People's Party

PSDF� � � Pakistan Skill Development Fund

RADS� � � Research and Development Solutions

RH� � � Reproductive Health
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SAARC� � South Asian Alliance for Regional Cooperation

SDPI� � � Sustainable Development Policy Institute
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TOR � � � Terms of Reference
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Khawar Mumtaz - Chairperson

Ms. Khawar Mumtaz did her M.A. International Relations from Karachi 
University and topped in the examination. She also has a Diploma in 
French Language. Before joining NCSW as its Chairperson Ms. 
Mumtaz was CEO of Shirkat Gah, a leading women's rights and 
development organization and had also served as a Member of 
NCSW (2009-2012).

Ms. Mumtaz brings almost 30 years of experience of activism and 
working on women's rights and development. Her specific expertise is in the areas of women 
and development; women's political participation, poverty and environment, women's 
reproductive health and rights. Her work spans from capacity building of grassroots 
organizations, to research, analysis and evidence based advocacy with policy makers. Ms. 
Mumtaz has over 60 publications to her name, and was recipient for the Prime Minister's 
award for the co-authored book, Women of Pakistan; Two Steps Forward One step Back?' 
(1989). She has served/serving on a number of international and national boards including as 
Vice-President of International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and Society for 
International Development (SID). She received the Sitara-e-Imtiaz for social service and 
promotion of women's rights in 2006 and was one of the 100 nominees for the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 2005.

Saira Afzal Tarar – Member Punjab

Ms. Saira Afzal Tarar was born in 1966 in the city of Hafizabad, District 
Hafizabad. She did MSc Home Economics (Housing and Interior 
designing) 1991 from the College of Home Economics, Lahore and 
has worked as a teacher for two years at Pakistan Islamia Secondry 
School Sharja UAE 1998-99. Ms. Tarar is a member of Pakistan 
Muslim League (PML-N) and has served as a Member of the Central 
Working Committee of PML-N, President of PML-N in District 
Hafizabad, and General Secretary of PML-N Youth Punjab. Ms. Tarar 
has twice been elected (2008-2009) as Member National Assembly of Pakistan from 
Hafizabad(NA-102). She won both times with an overwhelming majority. She is a Minister of 
State for Health and Drug Regulation in the present Government. 

Tanveer Jahan – Member Punjab

Ms. Tanveer Jahan has been Executive Director of Democratic 
Commission for Human Development since 2003.  She is Norwegian 
Human Rights Fund's Consultant (2004 to date) and Country 
Representative of Label STEP Switzerland (2003 to date) in Pakistan. 
Ms. Tanveer Jahan joined the movements for the restoration of 
democracy, equality for women, and human rights education while 
still a student. She has worked extensively for bringing the human 
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rights agenda to the development work of small community based organization and has 
trained thousands of human rights activists across the country. She has designed and carried 
out campaigns, national as well as regional, against the death penalty in Pakistan, child 
trafficking as camel jockeys in Gulf States, child marriages, violence against women, violence 
against children, among others. She has developed human rights course for Secondary 
School Students covering themes such as human rights, non-discrimination, equality, 
gender discrimination and women's rights, citizenship, democracy, and tolerance, and has 
developed several training programs and manuals for other organizations as well. Ms. 
Tanveer Jahan is MA Philosophy.

Uzma Noorani – Member Sindh

Ms. Uzma Noorani is a human/women's rights activist and has been 
working in this field for two decades. She was born in 1955 in Karachi. 
She did her Bachelors of Arts degree from St. Josephs College for 
Women (1974). Upon graduation she joined American Express Travel 
Division as Ticketing Agent and attended courses in ticketing at PIA 
Ground Training School and British Airways. After marriage she joined 
her husband's book business and marketed children's books and 
helped set up a company to market encyclopaedias. In 1980 Ms. Noorani joined Tehrik-e-
Niswan, a women's rights group, that came about to challenge the onslaught on women 
during President Zia's era. Since then Ms. Noorani has spent most of her time working as a 
human rights activist.

Muhammad Jan Odhano – Member Sindh

Mr. Muhammad Jan Odhano was born in Jacobabad in 1978. He did 
his M.A. from University of Sindh, Jamshoro (2000-2001). He was 
District Coordinator at Aurat Foundation from 2001, and Event 
Manager at Decentralization Support Program, Sindh from November 
2006 to date. He also worked as Senior Officer Community 
Mobilization in Save the Children-US from 2009-2010, as Campaign 
Associate Sindh in OXFAM-GB from 2008-09, as Social Organizer in 
Sindh Agriculture and Forestry Workers Coordinating Organization (SAWFCO), and as  
Project Coordinator in Community Development Foundation Jacobabad.

Zubaida Noor – Member KPK

Ms. Zubaida Noor has been a Member Board of Trustees of Noor 
Education Trust since 2002. Previously she worked as a Program 
Coordinator in Action Aid, Peshawar (2006-07), as Chief, Social 
Sector and Gender Issues (CSS&G) in Sarhad Rural Support 
Program, Peshawar (1998-99), as Coordinator Environmental 
Education (EE) in IUCN-Sarhad Provincial Conservation Strategy 
Unit-Government of NWFP (1996-98) and as Director Program in 
Khwendo Kor's Women and Children Development Program (1994-
95).
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Sadia Qasim Shah – Member KPK

Ms. Sadia Shah, is M.A. in English from the University of Punjab 
(2000), she is a Pashto speaking journalist working in Peshawar since 
early 2002. Being fluent in Pashto and English, she has contributed 
reports, interviews, features and magazine programs to Pakistan's 
leading English daily Dawn, local and international radios and 
appeared on various television channels as expert/anchorperson in 
debates on War on Terror, women's rights, increasing militancy, 
women's health, and political developments taking place in Pakistan, 
NWFP and FATA.�Ms. Shah is working as an international broadcaster with the Voice of 
America DEEWA radio at Washington D.C. since 2009. 

Justice® Mehta Kailash Nath Kohli – Member Balochistan

Justice (retd) Mehta Kailash Nath Kohli enrolled as Advocate in 
Subordinate Court in November 1974, in High Court in 1977 and in 
1987 as Advocate in Supreme Court of Pakistan. He remained Deputy 
Attorney General for Pakistan (2000-04) and was elevated as judge of 
the High Court of Baluchistan in 2004. From 2005-2009 Justice (retd) 
Kohli was Chairman Environmental Tribunal. Justice Kohli retired as a 
Judge in 2009 and joined the Bar.  He remained a member of the 
Minorities Commission of Pakistan from 1992 to 1994 and was a 
member of the National Commission on the Status of Women and Chair of its Law Committee 
from 2010 to 2012. He is now in his second term as member NCSW from Balochistan.

Shereen Gul - Member Balochistan

Ms. Shereen Gul is an educationist who holds an M.A. degree in 
History. She has contributed to the establishment of separate 
independent women B.Ed Bachelor in Education) classes in Agro 
Tech College of Education, Quetta and arranged educational 
seminars and conferences for the improvement of PPP women's 
programme.  Ms. Shereen Gul arranged evening classes for welfare of 
illiterate women to provide skill and practical knowledge of tailoring, 
cutting, designing with local embroidery in Quetta. She also 
introduced an electrician programme for women through Trade Centre training program at 
Quetta for application/repair of domestic appliances.

Nusrat Shaheen – Member Azad Jammu Kashmir

Ms. Nusrat Shaheen did her M.A. Education from Punjab University 
Lahore. She has been an Assistant Director Planning at Social 
Welfare & Women Development Department, Government of Azad 
Jammu & Kashmir (AJ&K) since 2007. Ms. Shaheen has served as a 
Social Welfare Officer (2003-06), as Superintendent Darul Falah 
(2000-03),and as Social Welfare Officer (1998-2000) at Social 
Welfare & Women Development Department, Government of AJ&K.
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Sadia Danish – Member Gilgit Baltistan

Ms. Sadia Danishis currently Minister of Tourism, Sports and Current 
and Youth Affairs, Gilgit-Baltistan. She has served as Provincial 
President Pakistan People's Party, Women Wing from 2007-13 and 
was In-charge of the Election Campaign (Women Wing) in 2009 
elections of the G-B Legislative Assembly. In 2009, Ms. Danish 
became a member of Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative (Provincial) 
Assembly and Advisor to Chief Minister of Tourism, Sports and 
Current and Youth Affairs. Ms. Sadia is also Director “Roshan Welfare Trust” Gilgit, Member 
Women Parliamentarian Caucus of Pakistan, and has been voluntarily assisting in 
management of Orphan House, Gilgit.

Zainab Azmat – Member Federally Administered Tribal Areas

Ms. Zanaib Azmat was born in 1982 and is proficient in Pashto, Urdu, 
English and basic French. She is currently Lecturer Communication 
and English Courses. She is also Coordinator US Access Micro-
Scholarship Program, IMSciences from 2007; Assistant Coordinator 
Entrepreneurship Development Centre, IM Sciences from 2008; and 
Academic Coordinator Society for Pakistani English Language 
Teachers SPELT, KP. Ms. Azmat was Manager Micro Enterprise 
Development Agents (women) in 2009 and remained Gender and 
Communication Trainer to different groups in 2010.

Kishwar Naheed – Member Federal.

Ms. Kishwar Naheed, a prolific feminist poet of national and 
international repute as a Masters in Economics from the University of 
Punjab. She retired as senior official of the Ministry of Information and 
has over four decades of experience in management and financial 
matters. Ms. Kishwar Naheed is currently National Consultant with 
ILO/Norwegian Embassy on economic empowerment of women and 
human rights awareness of women. She is a publicist, columnist, 
media person, a creative writer with experience of writing film scripts, 
documentation, and editing books/magazines with many publications to her credit, several of 
which, have been translated into English. She is on the Board of Directors of National Rural 
Support Programme (NRSP) and Trust for Voluntary Organisations (TVO) and is 
Chairperson Pakistan Media Regulatory Authority's (PEMRA) Complaint Cell. She is 
Coordinator of Hawwa Crafts Associates. Ms. Kishwar Naheed has been a recipient of 
numerous prestigious awards including Government's civil award, Sitara-e-Imtiaz in 2000, 
and was one of the 1000 women nominated world-wide for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2005.

Najmi Saleem – Member Minorities

Ms. Najmi Saleem was born in 1967 and is M.A. Political Science from 
the University of Punjab. She was Member Provincial Assembly 2002-
07 and again in 2008-13. She is member Central Executive 
Committee and Women Coordinator, All Pakistan Minorities Alliance 
(APMA) Punjab and Joint Secretary Pakistan People's Party (PPP)-
Punjab Women Wing.
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NCSW Vision
A democratic, just, peaceful and tolerant society 
where all citizens are equal irrespective of sex, 
race, religious beliefs, geography and ethnicity, 
where diversity is celebrated; women are equal 
participants in decision making from the home to 
national and international levels and lead a life 
free from violence and exploitation.

NCSW Mission 
To promote gender equality and women's 
empowerment and protect women's rights; 
monitor  legal, social and economic rights of 
women; facilitate and advocate for necessary 
legal, administrative and institutional measures 
for ensuring women's rights; ensure full 
compliance of international agreements and 
conventions, in particular CEDAW and its 
general observations.





National Commission on the Status of Women Act, 2012 that replaced the earlier NCSW 
Ordinance 2000 provided for a financially and administratively autonomous body with the 
objective of promoting social, economic, political and legal rights of women as guaranteed in 
the Constitution of Pakistan and in accordance with Pakistan's international obligations as 
embodied in various conventions, covenants and declarations. (Annex-1)

NCSW's mandate as prescribed in the Act is very comprehensive -- from review and 
assessment of laws, government policies, programmes and measures and their 
implementation to making recommendations to achieve gender equality and women's 
empowerment and eliminate discrimination. It is also mandated to recommend signing and 
ratification of international instruments for protection of human rights, undertake and 
encourage research and data generation for policies and action, interact with non-
governmental organisations, experts and individuals develop active associations with other 
similar institutions in other countries.

The Commission also has powers to seek and receive information, data or documents from 
any official source and powers of a civil court to enforce attendance of any person and 
production of documents. It can also visit any jail or sub-jail and intervene for redress of 
women's rights.

The appointment of the first Chairperson under the Act of 2012 was in January 2013 after a 
rigorous nomination and selection process whereby an especially constituted multi-party 
Parliamentary Committee recommended by consensus the appointment of the Chairperson. 
The 13 members of the Commission two each from provinces and one each from Gilgit-
Baltistan, Islamabad Capital Territory, Azad Jammu Kashmir, FATA and Minorities and five ex-
officio members from key federal ministries of Finance, Establishment, Interior, Foreign 
Affairs and Law Justice and Human Rights, were nominated by the Prime Minister in March 
2013. The Commission became operational with its first meeting and election of the Executive 
Committee in April. 

This Annual Report, documents NCSW activities from Jan-Dec 2013 and is organized in six 
parts. Section 1 is the Introduction of the Report. Section 2 provides the over-arching context 
within which NCSW has functioned. Section 3 spells out NCSW's strategic priorities for 
operationalizing its mandate. Section 4 gives details of activities according to each strategy.  
This section covers activities undertaken by NCSW Chairperson (January – April 2013) prior 
to the notification of Commission members and the period following the operationalization of 
the Commission after its first meeting in April. Section 5 covers finances and Section 6 is the 
conclusion that outlines NCSW's planned activities for 2014. The Report has 12 Annexes.

1Introduction
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Functioning of NCSW is contextualised by political, economic and social developments and 
accompanying conditions that provide opportunities as well as present challenges. Often 
opportunities and challenges are two sides of the same coin to be captured and confronted 
simultaneously.

Opportunities The Constitution of Pakistan guarantees dignity, freedom and equality to all 
thcitizens and forbids discrimination on the basis of sex. The 18  Constitutional Amendment 

passed in 2010 through a cross-party support and endorsement provides the opportunity to 
ensure that the Constitutional guarantee of equality is achieved by ensuring complete 
autonomy to provinces. 47 subjects and 18 federal ministries have been devolved and federal 
and provincial constitutional purviews have been demarcated. The Amendment has entailed 
transferring of resources from the federal level to the provinces to define their priorities and 
accordingly fulfill their responsibilities. The scope of constitutionally guaranteed fundamental 
human rights has also been expanded by the said amendment, namely: a) the right to fair trial 
and due process, b) the right to information and, c) the right to education. With greater 
ownership of policies and programmes a learning and competitive spirit has emerged 
between provinces to women's advantage.

thHowever, while the 18  Amendment has been a welcome step towards improved delivery of 
services and inclusive governance there are still a number of aspects that remain to be 
resolved regarding resource sharing and institutional responsibilities. An important issue is 
that of reporting on international commitments. The federal government's responsibility is to 
ensure compliance with and report on international treaties, conventions and similar 
instruments, the information on progress and compliance however has to be generated from 
provinces. New mechanisms are underway and in different stages of development at the 

thmoment. As the post-18  Amendment situation unfolds and is still in transition there is a 
realization that devolution is a complex and time-intensive process.

The general upward trend in women's political participation since 2009 is another 
opportunity to enhance women's voice in decision making. There has been a two fold 
increase in women's rate of registration for CNICs (from 44% to 86% in four years) including in 
rural areas especially where social safety net programmes are conditional on the possession 
of CNICs. While this has opened up option for women's participation in elections there has not 
been registration of women in electoral rolls at the same rate. Despite this shortcoming over 1 
million new women voters were mobilised. 

Local government elections have been held in Balochistan but due to be held in Punjab, KP 
and Sindh provide the opportunity for women's substantive participation in elections and 
governance. However the reduction of women's reserved seats from the earlier 33%, 
especially at the lowest directly elected tier in all three provinces, is a setback. In Balochistan 
while there is a provision of 33% reserved seats for women in all tiers these are to be indirectly 
elected.

2The Context
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Women's representation in national and provincial assemblies through reserved seats has 
demonstrated the efficacy of numbers in taking women's agenda forward. While the quota for 
women is 17%, 16 women got directly elected on general seats to the NA in the 2008 
elections and only 6 were returned in 2013. The latter figure deflects from the fact of women's 
unprecedented participation in the electoral contest – 147 women contested general seats in 
105 national constituencies and 301 in 203 provincial constituencies. Equally significant was 
that nationally 87 women stood as independent candidates and in provinces 190 were 
independents.   While more tickets were given by political parties to women, these 
constituted only 3% of the total. Women's voter turnout was also higher than ever before 
however in pockets across the country women were restrained from voting and political 
parties were reluctant to give them party tickets.  

Women's active engagement in legislation in the NA and PAs of 2009-2013 is particularly 
remarkable indicating the opportunity their presence offers. Though fewer in numbers than 
the prescribed “critical mass” (33%) considered necessary for effective action, women 
legislators, were at the vanguard of an unprecedented number of pro-women legislation. This 
was achieved by women through the creation of cross-party women's parliamentary caucus 
(Women Parliamentary Caucus) that became the consensus building platform. 

Equally positive is the strong women's rights movement and women and civil society 
organisations that provide a range of services from capacity building and skill training, to 
micro finance, to running shelters, doing research and advocacy, to raising their voice for 
upholding women's rights and equality. They also highlight the invisibility and agency of the 
most marginalized, dispossessed and the disadvantaged and press for their inclusion in 
consultation, decision making and prioritization of resources. With thematic expertise and 
research and development experience, these organisations contribute to public debate and 
discourse and have in recent years worked closely with law makers at the national and 

thprovincial levels. They are strong advocates of devolution and the spirit of the 18  
Amendment to go down to the district and grass roots level.

There are a number of positive societal trends that perhaps are not acknowledged as 
widely as they deserve. Significant among them is the desire of parents across the country to 
educate daughters, acceptance and welcoming of women's earning and contribution to 
household income, desire for smaller families as reflected in the 20% unmet need for 
contraceptives, the reduction in the number of marriage of girls below 16 years to 1.6% 
(PDHS 2012-2013) among others. These trends are combined with the judiciary's generally 
positive attitude towards women and a range of new protective legislation.    

Challenges Pakistan's crises of militancy and extremism, economic downturn and poverty 
(60 percent of the population living on less than $2 a day) and natural disasters with their 
manifestations have been a setback to achieving goals and targets set under the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) for women's empowerment and well-being (3,4,5). Women's 
vulnerability has increased especially of those belonging to religious and ethnic minorities, 
have heightened insecurity and increased violence against them at home, in communities, 
places of worship and public places like markets. Polio vaccinators and health workers work 
at the risk of their lives and dozens have been killed doing their duty as also women in public 
life. Terrorist attacks exacerbated by calamities have added to poverty and reduced access to 
services in affected areas. Women's rights particularly in some parts of the country have 
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suffered a set-back.

Multidimensional poverty has pushed women into the workforce but largely as unpaid 
family helpers (63.4 % as opposed to 17.3% men); female labour force participation rate is a 
low 21.7% (male 68.17%). Women are largely employed in the informal sector (63.1 % of 
women in urban areas) as home-based, piece-rate or casual/contractual workers or domestic 
workers on extremely low wages. The low level of women's economic participation in Pakistan 
is one of the contributing factors to Pakistan's low human development index resulting in its 
placement at 146 out of 186 countries by the Human Development Report 2013.  
Determinants of women's economic and/or political participation are women's poor 
education (only 18.3% with secondary education) and literacy status (49%), social/cultural 
constraints including restricted mobility, employment opportunities and lack of capacity. 

Women, NCSW's principle constituency, do not form a homogenous entity and their status 
and opportunities vary with the social system, class and region that they belong to. The vast 
majority of women are caught between rigid controls of customs and practices and the 
emphasis on religious adherence. The rural and urban divide on opportunities is significant 
with less access to social services and infrastructure and fewer public arenas in which to 
participate, especially in rural areas where lack of public transport and limits on mobility adds 
to constraints they have to face. In general, Pakistan scores low on indicators for gender 
equality ranks 125 out of 169 countries on the United Nation Development Programme 
(UNDP) Gender Inequality index, and 132 out of 134 countries on the Global Gender Gap. 
Women's health and reproductive health status is poor with MMR at a high of 260/100 000 
due to insufficient services and Rh service providers for timely emergency care;14% of 
women of reproductive age are thin or undernourished. 

Violence against women and girls in its various forms – rape, abduction, sexual abuse and 
harassment, domestic violence, acid crimes and killing in the name of honour – seem to be on 
the rise despite the passage of laws. Overcoming VAW is thus a continuous challenge that 
curbs women's fuller participation in education, and other avenues of public and private life.
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The National Commission on the Status of Women is mandated by the NCSW Act 2012 to 
promote social, economic, political and legal rights of women as provided in the Constitution 
of Pakistan and in accordance with its international commitments. The Commission's 
expanded mandate and administrative and financial autonomy with the provision of its own 
secretariat is the result of the pioneering and relentless efforts of the four previous 
Commissions. Their work provides the foundation for the current Commission to build upon.     

3.1. Thematic Priority Areas The Commission has taken CEDAW Committee's 
thConcluding Observations following the review of Pakistan's 4  Periodic Report (February 

2013), as the point of reference for the identification of its priorities. The priority thematic areas 
agreed upon by the Commission are given below. These are in addition to carrying forward the 
work of the previous Commissions and addressing new issues that may emerge from time to 
time:

  i.e. women's full political participation in the electoral process, inside Voice,
assemblies, in public offices; reservation of women's seats in all tiers of local 
government; representation in political and other decision making bodies/forums;

  this includes addressing violence and fear of Violence against women (VAW),
violence against women including in conflict areas, through documentation, legal 
actions, enhanced support systems (shelters, crisis centres, legal aid, etc.), 
responsive policing, effective implementation of women protection laws; and new 
legislation.

  with special focus on home based/informal sector workers Economic empowerment
and their inclusion in the labour force, affirmative action for reservations and quotas in 
government including for minority communities, and legislation where necessary.

3.2.   The strategies for implementing NCSW mandate  are:Strategies

  Strong and integrated governance and Building a strong Institutional base
administrative structure of NCSW commensurate with its mandate and responsibilities. 

  reviewing laws and policies and Promoting/facilitating legislation and policies:
making legislative and policy recommendations; developing mechanisms for 
monitoring implementation of women protection laws; establishment of complaints and 
response mechanisms for violence and threats.

  Monitoring to ensure implementation of national and international commitments
in collaboration and coordination with the Ministry of Law Justice and Human Rights, 
Women's Parliamentary Caucus and provincial women's caucuses, Provincial 
Commissions on the Status of Women, provincial Women Development Departments, 
Social Welfare Departments and other relevant institutions dealing with women's rights. 

  to promote women's rights, enact new legislation, make amendments in Advocacy

3NCSW's Thematic And
Strategic Priorities
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existing legislation, develop/propose policies, etc.

 and coordination with similar human rights bodies, civil society alliances, Networking 
organisations, experts, individuals and donors to promote and protect women's rights. 

  for generating evidence.Undertaking and encouraging research

  regional forums/platforms with similar Commissions and institutions for Developing
collaboration and action to address similar issues and problems.
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4.1.  Building a strong institutional base:

January- April 2013While the Chairperson of NCSW joined the Commission in Jan 2013 its 
members were not notified till the end of March and the Commission became formally 
operational from the middle of April following the first NCSW members meeting. 

NCSW Chairperson's first task soon after taking up her 
position (Feb 2013) was to lead the delegation to 
CEDAW Committee hearing in Geneva where 
Pakistan's fourth Periodic CEDAW Report was the basis 
of discussion. Chairperson presented the Pakistan 
statement and then fielded questions from the 
Committee who had been briefed by Pakistani NGOs the 
day before on women's issues. The Committee 
commended the efforts made by the Government 
especially in the legislative field and at the same time 
pointed to areas that needed more effort and action. The 
Committee gave written Concluding Observations and 
set March 2017 for the next periodic report and progress 
report on two questions in March 2015.

Chairperson of NCSW was a member of the Official 
delegation at the annual UN Commission on the Status of 
Women session in New York in March 2013. The theme of 
the session was Violence against Women. Prior to CSW 
session was the two day Commonwealth Women 
Ministers' Conference. As a follow up the Common 
Wealth Business Council representative visited NCSW 
and offered technical support if Pakistan Government 
planned an event on economic empowerment of women 
during the forthcoming Commonwealth Ministerial and 
Heads of Governments / states meetings to be held in 
South Asia 2013.

April-December 2013: The first meeting of NCSW members was held on 8-9 April-2013. In 
this meeting NCSW Executive Committee was elected by consensus, two sub-committees 
(Law and Policy Committee and a Research Committee) and a short term Committee (to 
develop Rules of Business) were formed. The latter sub-Committee was tasked with 
developing NCSW TORs and after it submitted its recommendations it ceased to exist.. 

The Commission decided in its first meeting to build upon the work done by previous 
Commissions and to set priorities with reference to CEDAW Committee's Concluding 
Remarks. One of the first tasks towards institutionalisation was to ensure regular quarterly 

Chairperson Ms. Khawar Mumtaz is
convening first Commission meeting 

Members of NCSW are attending
Commission's first meeting. 

4NCSW Activities – 2013
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meetings of the Commission, thus up until December 2013 three well attended Members 
meetings were held. The proceedings were properly conducted as per Rules of the previous 
Commission with the Chairperson setting the convention of presenting written reports of 
NCSW activities of the period. 

NCSW began working with part time officers made available initially by the Human Rights 
Ministry and subsequently by the Ministry of Law Justice and Human Rights. Among 

dedicated staff the Commission had a Personal Secretary and Personal Assistant and other 
support staff who has multi-tasked and through team work has managed the resource centre, 
the website (which was redesigned and made user friendly),  as well as organised NCSW 
meetings and events. 

Working under a new Act, NCSW needed to revisit its Rules of Business, define a structure 
with staff complement commensurate with its mandate, and at the same time draw up related 
rules and terms of recruitment. Drafting of Rules of Business was given top most priority by 
the Commission. Its sub-Committee for the task produced the first draft which saw several 
consultations and revisions to ensure that the autonomy and independence provided in the 
Act is not compromised. The final draft was submitted for comments via the Ministry of LJHR 
to the Establishment Division, Finance Division and CGA's office.  Similarly the structure and 
its organogram were developed and submitted for approval to the Establishment Division 
which first initiated a study to assess the Commission's needs and its requirements and 
responded with its recommendations by the end of the year (December 2013).

In the absence of new Rules of Business, approved structure and sanctioned staff, human 
resource was NCSW's biggest challenge in its first year. It had to struggle to hire short term 
consultants under the old Rules as these were applicable until new ones could be notified. 
The Commission managed to recruit three mid-level consultants (Law, Communications and 
Research) who came on board in November 2013. Up until then an intern and other 
volunteers provided back up to the Commission in its activities.

thA group picture of NCSW Members with Chairperson at  the 48  Board of Directors' Mee�ng
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4.2. Promoting/facilitating legislation and policies

 4.2.1.  Lapsed legislation

In keeping with the spirit of continuity NCSW gave priority to legislation that had been stalled 
due to the end of the term of the National Assembly (2008-2013) in March 2013. These 
included:

Reproductive Health Care Bill 2013 The Bill was passed unanimously by the NA in March 
2013 but could not be presented to the Senate and thus lapsed. 

Domestic Violence Protection and Prevention Bill (ICT) 2012 The said Bill was passed in 
the Senate but did not get to the NA and lapsed. NCSW undertook a comprehensive review of 
the Bill and redrafted it after consultations with civil society organizations and with the NCSW 
Law Committee. The new draft was forwarded to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human 
Rights for processing and further action.

Christian Marriage and Divorce (Amendment) Bills –NCSW in its previous term had 
prepared a draft Bill through a consultative process. NCSW Law Committee after meeting 
with stakeholders, and drafting experts from the Ministry of LJHR finalised amendments to 
the Christian Marriage Bill and the Christian Divorce Bill and forwarded both to the Ministry.

Pakistan Registration of Hindu Marriage Bill – the previous NCSW had drafted a Bill 
through a consultative process which needed more work.

 4.2.2.  New Legislation

Some priority issues identified by NCSW require new legislation on which the Commission 
initiated advocacy and working. These include: 

Amendments in existing laws Given the impunity with which women and some men were 
killed in the name of honour the need is for some change in existing laws to stop compromise 
and/or pardon of perpetrators (Criminal Law (Amendment) Act 2004; Qisas and Diyat Law). 

Local Government laws NCSW strongly believes that local government experience had 
demonstrated that these are nurseries for the development of women's political leadership. 
Therefore it advocated for the provision in provincial Local Government laws to ensure a 33% 
quota for women at all tiers. NCSW prepared a position paper for women's participation in 
Local Government and sent it to the Chief Ministers of all provinces, relevant ministers and 
heads of all parties in the Parliament Assemblies (Position paper is annexed). It participated 
in provincial consultations and advocated for 33% reservation of seats for women in all tiers 
and for direct elections atleast in the first tier of the Local Government. NCSW further 
convened a consultation on the issue with civil society stakeholders and issued a press 
release, which was shared widely. Moreover, the Chairperson spoke at various CSO events 
to advocate its position on women's representation. The Commission also undertook 
comparative analysis of the proposed laws and to continue advocacy with provincial 
governments. Balochistan is the only province that provided for 33% women's seats at all 
tiers of local government, though to be elected indirectly.

Amendments in Prevention and Control of Human Trafficking of Women Ordinance 
2002 and Human Smuggling Ordinance 2002, to make them gender sensitive and include 
internal trafficking of women and girls. NCSW undertook consultations with stakeholders, 
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UNODC, NCSW members, and members of RSIL (a legal research group), on the Act (to 
Combat Trafficking in Person, especially women and Children) that UNODC and Min of LJHR 
were working on. 

 4.2.3 Policies

NCSW set as priority two policies -- the National Policy on Home based Workers which was 
already in a draft stage; and national guidelines for Women's Development and 
Empowerment Policy.

 4.3 Monitoring

  4.3.1 Elections 2013

NCSW decided in its first meeting (April 2013) that it would monitor elections from the 
perspective of women's participation. NCSW set up a web-based complaints cell for 
receiving pre- during- and post- election complaints which could also be received on email 
and cell phones. A checklist for complaints was also drawn up. Information about the system 
was shared widely with civil society networks, as well as Provincial Commission on the 
Status of Women - KP. Governments of KP, Punjab and Sindh were approached to pre-empt 
the prevention of women from voting. KP Minister of Social Welfare and Women 
Development sent out a directive to Divisional Commissioners to actively ensure that no one 
stops women from casting their votes.

NCSW received accreditation for its monitors as observers from the Election Commission of 
Pakistan (ECP) that nominated a focal person for NCSW to forward complaints to pre and 
during elections and provided its directory of ROs and DROs to NCSW.

A few days prior to the elections complaints from the field started coming in and on the eve of 
the elections there was a spate of them informing NCSW about alleged steps to prevent 
women from voting in pockets of FATA, Swat, Laki Marwat. SMS and telephone calls 
continued on Election Day and were immediately conveyed to the focal point in ECP.

NCSW Monitors covered 23 NA constituencies across 
all four provinces and Islamabad Capital Territory along 
with connected provincial assembly constituencies.  A 
total of 84 polling stations were monitored. A key 
observation was of the unprecedented turnout of 
women, many of them first-time voters, in most 
constituencies except in Balochistan. In the polling 
station of village Khair Muhammad Samejo (NA 209; 
PS-16) not a single woman had cast a vote in 2008 
elections as they were not allowed to do so by family 
members. In this election the turnout was 61% of the 
registered voters in this village. 

Other observations resonated with those made by other election monitoring bodies: poor 
arrangements at female polling booths that were crowded in both urban and rural polling 
stations; staffing problems of shortage/absence of staff in some locations and untrained staff 
in others that slowed the voting -- in two polling stations in Swabi, LHWs had been appointed 
in lieu of police officers and were ineffective; the notion/concept of secrecy of ballot was not 
clear to many women. (Annex 2). The Report with recommendations was submitted to ECP. 

Chairperson speaking in a meeting on
election complaints at NCSW. 
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An important recommendation was to make relevant changes to stop the prevention of 
women from exercising their right to vote.

 4.3.2 Violence against Women 

Developing standardised indicators Regular documentation of violence against women 
shows that it is on the rise in Pakistan. Not only has the reporting of such crimes increased, 
but also their brutality and severity with killing in the name of honour having spread from 
remote pockets to urban centres. In view of the grave nature of the problem that remains a 
major obstacle in the way of women's development NCSW organised a consultation in 
collaboration with UN Women with key stakeholders --- UN agencies, researchers, data 
analysts, civil society activists and donors to discuss the need of a national baseline on 
violence against women in order to establish the violence by location and the forms it takes in 
order to develop strategies for countering it. NCSW initiated the process of developing 
standardized indicators for undertaking a baseline survey and held preliminary discussions 
with Pakistan Bureau of Statistics on conducting it. Commission also began exploring funding 
for the exercise.

Developing effective documentation and monitoring mechanisms National Police 
Bureau's Gender Crimes Cell is the institution for collecting nation-wide data on VAW as 
reported in police thanas. Following discussions with staff of GCC it was felt that information 
collection mechanism needs to be upgraded and aligned with the indicators being developed 
by NCSW and data analysis capacity be strengthened. NCSW initiated fund raising for 
undertaking this.

Indicators with reference to laws for protection of women from violence were provided by 
NCSW to the Lahore High Court for inclusion in its pilot project to track the movement of cases 
in district courts. 

Responding to complaints NCSW has not yet set up a formal complaints system, but still 
received individual complaints (3-4 harassment at workplace cases, a few VAW cases, 
eviction of working woman by her landlord, choice marriage couple seeking safety, women 
needing legal aid, etc.), which it directed towards relevant institutions/individuals. In response 
to complaints received regarding the alleged forcing of women to parade naked in Patoki, 
NCSW, formed a three-member fact finding committee headed by its Member from Punjab, 
Ms. Tanveer Jahan. The Committee after an extensive field based review during which it met 
the victims, the aggressors, police officials and other residents, and reviewed FIRs and police 
reports, came to the conclusion that there had been a conflict in which women were beaten 
up but there was no truth in the allegation “women being paraded naked.” (Annex 3) 

Following the heinous rape of a 5 year old and a spate of rape crimes against young girls 
NCSW approached CM Punjab to express its concern and requested access of the 3-
member NCSW Committee, to the case record for monitoring and oversight. Unfortunately no 
response was received from CM's office. Jalozai rape case, suicides of girls in Gilgit Baltistan, 
the case of a young woman set on fire by in-laws in Bagh, AJK, the case of a student 
kidnapped and gang raped allegedly by relatives of a well-known family were among cases 
that NCSW followed up through its members.
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Monitoring visit to Darul Aman, Sukkur NCSW views shelters as an important institutional 
support system for women victims and survivors of violence. NCSW received complaints 
that despite the order of Justice Ahmed Ali after a visit to the Darul Aman in December 2012 
for improvement and shifting of Darul Aman to Women Hostel Sukkur, the Social Welfare 
Department had not taken action to implement the order. 
NCSW assigned its members in Sindh, Uzma Noorani 
and Jan Mohammed Odhano to visit the Darul Amana 
and do a first-hand assessment of the shelter and the 
plight of women and children housed there. Social 
Welfare Department was informed of the visit and 
requested to facilitate it. The two member team made the 

thfield visit on 26  June where besides visiting the shelter 
they also met the Assistant Advocate General, and 
visited the Women's Hostel. They reported abysmal 
conditions with the building needing immediate repairs 
as roves were caving in and the bathrooms were 
insufficient for the number of people residing in it. The 
shelter was overcrowded with its 11 small, large and medium sized rooms housing 69 
inmates along with 23 children. The hot weather combined with load shedding made living 
conditions unbearable. The report with its recommendations was shared with the Minister for 
Social Welfare, Sindh who promised to visit the shelter herself and take steps for improving it.  
(Annex 4).

NCSW followed up by facilitating a meeting between Minister of Social Welfare and NGOs 
who had developed Standard Operating Procedures for shelters and which have already 
been adopted in Punjab. The meeting led to the approval and notification of the Standard 
Operating Procedures by the Minister. NCSW also facilitated a meeting to explore funding to 
upgrade Dar-ul-Amans in Sindh.

Tracking acid crimes NCSW signed an MOU with Acid Survivors Foundation to document 
registration of acid crimes cases, the law under which they are registered and rehabilitation 
services available for burn victims; and also advocate for a comprehensive acid crime law.

Legal action NCSW filed a habeas corpus petition in District Court Dasu for production of 
girls allegedly executed by the family as a video showing them clapping had gone public. The 
Supreme Court earlier had taken suo moto notice of the case and had sent a Mission to 
Kohistan to verify if the women were alive or dead. On the Mission's report the case had been 
closed by the Supreme Court. Due to a public controversy around the findings of the Mission 
and pleas from civil society human rights defenders NCSW decided to move a habeas 
corpus petition in Dasu District Court. The petition was admitted and the police was ordered 
to produce the girls in court (Dec 2013). 

NCSW petition against jirgas moved in 2012 did not get a date for hearing throughout 2013.

4.4. Advocacy and Networking

 4.4.1.  National level

Networking events Advocacy and networking are continuous NCSW activities. The 
Commission organised public networking events in tandem with all its Member meetings. On 

Member NCSW Mr. Jan Mohammed
Odhano is on field visit of 

Darul Aman, Sukkur.
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the eve of the first meeting in April 2013 NCSW 
organised a well-attended dinner meeting of 
CSOs, Government officials, donors and civil 
society organisations to introduce the new 
Commission and its members; and share the 
powers and functions of the Commission under 
the NCSW Act 2102. Former Commission Chairs 
were the principle speakers reflecting the 
evolution of the Commission from 2000 onwards. 
The event was chaired by Dr. Sania Nishtar, 
Minister in the Interim Government.

NCSW”s second Members meeting was followed by an interactive meeting with newly 
elected women MNAs and women Senators along 
with donors, government officials and civil society 
representatives. Here the objective was to 
i n t r o d u c e  t h e  C o m m i s s i o n  t o  n e w 
parliamentarians. The Chair of the session was Dr. 
Fehmida Mirza who gave an overview of the 
Women Parliamentary Caucus and its formation 
and its positive role in passing women protective 
legislation. Ms. Saira Tarar a veteran MNA and 
member of NCSW spoke about her experience as 
a member of the Women Parliamentary Caucus 
and collective advocacy. The meeting was 
facilitated by NCSW member Ms. Kishwar Naheed, 

who recited her poems on the occasion.

The third meeting of NCSW Members was held in Peshawar where a stake holder event was 
organised by KP members of NCSW. This was the formal introduction of NCSW in the 
province. Dr. Taj Rouhani, Advisor to the Chief Minister was the chief guest. 

NCSW participated in two Inter-Provincial Ministers 
Group meetings. IPMG was formed in 2011 and had 
been meeting thrice a year with the support of UN 
Women as a platform of sharing provincial initiatives, 
success stories and to plan collective initiatives.  
Women Development Ministers, Secretaries of WDD 
and SWD, Officials of Federal Human Rights Ministry 
participated in it. In the second meeting of IPMG (Nov 
2013), NCSW offered to be the Secretariat of IPMG. 
The request was endorsed by all provincial 
representatives. At that meeting NCSW presented its 
schedule and methodology for preparing the Beijing 
20 year Report which was endorsed by provincial 
Ministers who nominated focal points in their Departments to facilitate collecting of 
information from various departments.

Joint activities with various stake holders (official departments/institutions, CSOs), was a 

Chairperson Ms. Khawar Mumtaz is briefing
about NCSW at the Inaugural Ceremony. 

Member NCSW Ms Kishwar Naheed
cutting cake at interactive meeting of NCSW. 

Participants of interactive meeting with
MNAs, Donors, Government officials,

CSOs organized by NCSW
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networking strategy for reaching out to wider audiences and to put across NCSW positions.  

Advocacy

Elections In 2013 a great deal of advocacy revolved around elections and women's 
participation in elections. This included organising a stakeholder roundtable discussion in 
Islamabad attended by rights activists and organisations, former parliamentarians, lawyers 
and media, in collaboration with Heinrich Boll Stiftung. Presentations were made by experts 
Tahira Abdullah and Naheed Aziz on political parties' manifestos and their outlook on 
women's rights, based on their study. Aqsa Khan of WORD presented a brief overview of the 
Implementation Watch Committees of Harassment of Women at Workplace law and their role. 
The roundtable discussed future strategies to promote women-specific legislation and 
monitoring of implementation of harassment and acid crimes laws and NCSW's 
responsibility of following up. (Annex 5)

NCSW was invited by civil society election monitoring groups as well as various international 
monitors (EU, Gender Concerns International, UN agencies, etc.) to give briefings and 
provide analysis in the light of the experience of past elections. Chairperson, on behalf of 
NCSW also gave a briefing on its monitoring to a roundtable in KP organised by PCSW-KP 
and met with CM Punjab and Human Rights Minister, Sindh to ensure that women are not 
prevented from voting.

Following the May 2013 elections the Commission endorsed a petition by local social activists 
to the ECP tribunal for re-polling in 6 female polling stations in Kohistan where voting was 
cancelled and women voters had to be turned away as polling staff was absent. The petition 
was admitted by ECP. 

Systematic advocacy was carried out for reservation of 33% seats for women in local 
government (see section above). NCSW held a press conference, widely shared its press 
release, sent its position paper to all provincial CMs and leaders of political parties in 
assemblies and spoke at events organised by CSOs and other stakeholders. (Annex 6) 

Violence against Women The other main subject of advocacy was related to VAW. NCSW 
advocated with Punjab and Sindh governments for instituting safeguards for the investigation 
and prosecution of all rape matters in Pakistan on the basis of the Supreme Court judgment in 
a gang rape case -- Salman Akram Raja and Tahira Abdullah v. The Government of Punjab, 
(2013 SCMR 203). (Annex 7). It held several brainstorming sessions on developing 
standardised indicators on VAW. 

NCSW organised consultations with CSOs, religious scholars and lawyers to discuss CII's 
positions on age of marriage, Women Protection Act 2006, DNA as evidence in cases of rape 
and also wrote to CII on these issues giving its position and reasoning (Annex 12(6)). 

Implementation of laws At the annual rural women's conference organised by PODA, 
NCSW organized a panel on Implementation of Pro-women Laws in Pakistan: Challenges 
and Opportunities. Three laws, namely, Acid Crime Act, Sexual Harassment at Workplace Act 
and Anti Women Customary Practices Act were explained simply to 250-300 rural women and 
their organisations as well as ways of accessing them. Justice Yasmeen Abbasey, Advocate 
Riffat Butt, Gender expert Dr. Farzana Bari spoke on the occasion which was chaired by 
former Chairperson of NCSW, Ms. Anis Haroon. Rural women's representatives from each 
province highlighted issues faced by them of lack of access to police stations, absence of 
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Committees to address harassment at workplace, and little awareness of new laws and how 
to invoke them.

Domestic Violence A national Consultation 
on Domestic Violence legislation was 
organised in collaboration with a CSO 
(Shirkat Gah) in Karachi (Nov 2013) to 
advocate for DV laws in all provinces on the 
model of the Sindh Domestic Violence Act 
2013. Provincial Ministers and Secretaries 
as well as Provincial Commissions on 
Status of Women KP and AJK attended the 
Consultation and reviewed the Sindh Law 
c lause by c lause. One day of  the 
consultation was devoted to implementation 
mechanism of the law in Sindh and to 
expedite the formation of Protection 
Committees. Balochistan followed within weeks with the enactment of a Domestic Violence 
Act. NCSW was also invited to a consultation in Punjab on the draft Domestic Violence Bill 
and Government's Punjab Family Protection from Violence Bill, 2013. The house which 
included civil society organisations, provincial assembly members and lawyers, etc. 
concluded that the draft Domestic Violence Bill needs to be lobbied for as the Provincial 
Government's proposed Bill does not address issues of domestic violence as its focus is 
strengthening of government shelters.

Nikah Nama NCSW is a member of the Law and Justice Commission and is represented by 
the Chairperson. NCSW was asked to give comments on L& J Commission's proposed 
amendments in the Nikah Nama and MFLO and Bridal Gifts Ordinance. After consultation 
with its Law Committee Chair and other Family Laws lawyers NCSW gave its comments. A 
strong NCSW recommendation was for a minimum educational qualification for nikah 
registrars and/or training on filling the nikah nama.

 4.4.2.  International level

UN Secretary General's Visit In collaboration with Women Parliamentary Caucus and UN 
Women/UNDP, NCSW hosted an interactive meeting with UN Secretary General Ban Ki 
Moon and select women parliamentarians and women's rights activists. Dr. Fehmida Mirza 
spoke about the WPC and its role, Chairperson NCSW gave an overview of the women's 
movement in Pakistan and its symbiotic relationship with women legislators (Annex 8). MNA 
from each party gave her party position and priority on women's issues and their expectation 
from the UN system. Mr. Ban Ki Moon gave the UN perspective on women's empowerment 
and development.

Nepal Women's Commission NCSW hosted the Nepal Women's Commission members 
(Dec 2013). This was the first interaction with a regional Commission. Workings and 
challenges of Pakistan and Nepal Commissions were shared. It was resolved that efforts will 
be made to establish a regional platform of Women's machineries in SAARC.

NCSW Chairperson's first task soon after taking up her position (Feb 2013) was to lead the 
delegation to CEDAW Committee hearing in Geneva where Pakistan's fourth Periodic 

Chairperson Ms Khawar Mumtaz is speaking at
National Consultation on Legislation for Prevention

of Domestic Violence and its Implementation. 
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CEDAW Report was the basis of discussion. Chairperson presented the Pakistan statement 
and then fielded questions from the Committee who had been briefed by Pakistani NGOs the 
day before on women's issues. The Committee commended the efforts made by the 
Government especially in the legislative field and at the same time pointed to areas that 
needed more effort and action. The Committee gave written Concluding Observations and 
set March 2017 for the next periodic report and progress report on two questions in March 
2015.

Donor visits Several foreign delegations and donors agencies visited NCSW while 
preparing/planning their gender focused development/aid programmes (EU, UN Women, 
USAID-GEP, DFID, etc.), as well as researchers working on different aspects of women's 
issues. 

4.5. Research

NCSW decided to first review the research that had been carried out by previous 
Commissions in order to identify gaps that required more research. It also agreed that the 
Commission should try and encourage research institutions/organisations to undertake 
research for evidence generation. This was especially in view of the fact that NCSW does not 
have requisite staff to coordinate research. Members decided that Commission would initiate 
research in the second year of its term.  

A group picture with the Nepal Women's Commission. 

Asthma Khader jordan’s Human Rights activist, meet NCSW and Law Committee Members 
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Review/Comments NCSW on the request of UN Women reviewed and provided 
comments on UN Women's in-depth analysis of PBS and LFS data (2011-2012) including 
micro data before its publication. 

Research based consultation NCSW held a research based national consultation with 
Research and Development Solutions focused on addressing adolescent girls' reproductive 
health information needs and the issue of early age marriage. Two field based research 
findings were shared: one on adolescent girls' RH info needs by RADS and the other on the 
issue of early age marriage by Shirkat Gah. Participants were former and present MNAs and 
Senators, provincial assembly members, RH and gender experts, academics, rights 
activists and media. The opening session was chaired by Minister of State for Health and 
Drug Regulation, Ms. Saira Tarar and the concluding session by the Min of State for Higher 
Education and Training, Mr. Balighur Rehaman. The discussion facilitated by Aga Kahn 
University Professor Kausar S. Khan and Dr. Adnan of RADS, focused on out of the box 
measures to bring adolescent girls into the mainstream. The Report of the consultation is to 
be published.

VAW Indicators The major research for which preparation was initiated in 2013 is the 
baseline survey on VAW and associated desk review of literature on VAW. Fund-raising for 
both activities was started.

Nizam- Adal research PCSW-KP followed up NCSW's earlier study of the Nizam-e-Adal 
law (published 2012) to assess the implementation of the said law. NCSW is having it peer 
reviewed and will publish it.
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st stStatement of Expenditure during 2013  �(1  Jan. to 31  Dec. 2014)

Broad breakup details of expenditure incurred by NCSW for its Program Activities and the 
Administrative cost are given below. The details of overall allocation for the covered period are 
also provided. It is important to mention that these expenses incurred do not reflect the actual 
volume of activities. NCSW was able to execute several activities with the financial 
collaboration of UN Agencies, International Donors, CSOs, etc. 

 Initial allocation for year 2012-13 � � � � � Rs.15 Million: �
st th

 Utilization from 1  Jan 13 to 30  June 2013 � � � Rs.4.617

 Initial allocation for year 2013-14� � � � � Rs.25 Million 
st st

 Utilization from 1  July 13 to 31  Dec. 2013 � � � Rs.1.897 million

Programme Cost

1.1.04 Commission Members Meeting

 (Including interactive stakeholders sessions)   Rs. 1.808 Million

1.2.02 Conferences/Seminars/Consultations **    Rs. 0..422 Million

1.3.07 Advocacy Sessions in NCSW*--

1.4.Law Committee Meetings      Rs. 0.008 Million.

Administrative Costs

2.1.Utilities         Rs. 1.032 Million

2.2.Maintenance of Vehicle, POL/CNG     Rs. 0.425 Million

2.2.RentRs. 1.875 Million

2.3.Miscellaneous        Rs. 0.943 Million

Net Total         Rs. 6.513 Million

Report on Finances 5
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To conclude, the Commission at the end of its first year of operation and keeping in view its 
scope of work and mandate: set its priorities, developed its strategy and at the same time 
committed itself to maintain continuity with the work done by previous Commissions. It, 
therefore, took up lapsed legislation, reviewed researches already undertaken and geared 
itself to respond to emerging issues as well as complaints. It took initiatives in accordance 
with the mandated functions stipulated under Chapter III Article 11 of the NCSW Act, 2012. It 
examined policies and laws affecting the rights and status of women, actively engaged with 
stakeholders (CSOs, government departments, donors)including through joint activities and 
coalition building which enabled it to reach out to wider audiences, and do advocacy, liaised 
with provincial commissions (KP and AJK) and initiated regional coordination. In addition it 
took steps to mobilise grants for its institutional strengthening.
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